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About Corporate Europe Observatory

● campaign and research on corporate political 
influence

● lobby watchdog
● founded in 1997
● 4 permanent / 3 temporary staff
● funded by private foundations
● www.corporateeurope.org/about.html



Lobbying defined

● Definition of lobbying
“on behalf of specific interests trying to influence public 
decision making, either by pressing for change in policy
or seeking to prevent such change.”

● Estimated 15,000 lobbyists in Brussels
● EP register currently 2,566 lobbyists
● 70% corporate / 20 % governmental

10% citizens organisations 



Lobbying benefits & risks

● Benefits
– information supply to decision-makers

– liaison between decision-makers and stakeholders
(including business and NGOs)

● Risks
– biased information

– deceptive or misleading practices

– unequal access to decision-makers



Need for lobbying transparency

● If lobbying is so important and omnipresent in 
Brussels
– EU citizens have a right to know

● who is lobbying
● on whose behalf
● on which issues
● what budget



Need for lobbying transparency

“Since lobbyists can have considerable influence 
on legislation persons lobbied and citizens alike 
have the right to know who these lobbyists are, 
what they stand for, how they are financed and 
what their relationship with the institutions looks 
like. When looking at the EU, this is currently not 

the case.”

Commissioner Kallas (January 2007)



Need for lobbying transparency

“There is suspicion and very often rumours about 
undue influences, bias, conflicts of interest and 
shady contacts. This need not be the case, and 
these rumours unfairly damage support for the 

project of European integration.

Against this background, the question of lobbying 
became one of the key components of the ETI.”

Commissioner Kallas (January 2007)



The European Transparency Initiative

● pro
– registration and reporting 

– financial transparency included

– evaluation after 1 year

● contra
– voluntary

● conclusion
– first step towards effective EU lobbying 

transparency



Some misconceptions
on ETI proposal

● not directed against lobbying
minimize risks and maximize benefits and 
make lobbying visible to all Europeans

● not burdensome or discriminatory
ALL lobbyists to register and report

● no disclosure of precise fees
annual lobbying income or expenses per client

● no administrative burdens for MEPs



What can the EP do?

● endorse ETI and make suggestions to the 
Commission to make the register (and code 
of conduct) de facto obligatory

● link EP accreditation system to the 
Commission lobbying transparency 
database, e.g. by only supplying permanent 
access passes to lobbyists that are registered 
in the Commission database.



What should the EP do? Fix it!

“In my three years, and having seen probably 
around 500 different lobbyists in my office, I’ve 
encountered zero abuse of the code of conduct 

and I think it’s worked quite well.
[...]

My view on lobbying is if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”

Alexander Stubb quoted in PublicAffairsNews



Worst EU Lobbying Awards 2007



Worst EU Lobbying Awards

● Organisers
– Corporate Europe Observatory, Friends of the 

Earth Europe, LobbyControl and Spinwatch

● Worst EU Lobbying Award
– For deceptive, misleading, or otherwise 

problematic lobbying tactics in Brussels in 2007



Worst EU Lobbying Awards – Aims

● naming and shaming as a way of discouraging 
controversial lobbying practices

● build political will to tackle controversial 
lobbying practices through effective rules for 
lobbying transparency and ethics

● improve quality of EU decision-making
● increase legitimacy of EU decision-making
● increase citizen’s involvement in EU issues



Winner 2005: Campaign for Creativity

● aimed at influencing EU decision-making on 
software patenting issues

● presented as grass-roots campaign of artists, 
musicians, designers and software developers

● run by London-based lobby firm Campbell 
Gentry on behalf of large software companies

● under current rules no way to know for sure 
who is behind such a campaign



Winner 2006: ExxonMobil

● for secretively funding think tanks that oppose 
EU efforts to combat climate change

● creating the impression that climate scepticism 
comes from diverse respectable sources

● Exxon-Mobil publishes a list of the US-based 
think tanks and NGOs it funds, but refuses to 
publish a similar list of EU-based recipients



Cabinet Stewart lobbyist Nicolas Robin
One of the five nominees for 2007 Award 

● Cabinet Stewart lobbyist Nicolas Robin, for 
‘running’ the International Council for Capital 
Formation ICCF

● front group for US-based ACCF
● ‘unique European think tank’ that has no real 

presence in Brussels (only letterbox in Rue 
Wiertz 50)

● aggressive agenda opposing measures to 
combat climate change 

● unclear where the money comes from


